This paper aims at introducing the panchronic perspective by solving a specific problem of historical linguistics in Burmese, namely the phonetic value of the rhyme <-uiw> in Old Burmese. Its purpose is to demonstrate that a diachronic account is not exclusively indicative of system internal contingencies, but also a medium through which sociocultural situations of the past surface. As such, I will argue that internal (systemic) as well as external (socio-cultural) factors of a specific diachrony contribute to and complete our understanding of panchrony, and that a combined analysis of both diachronic factors generates powerful explanatory models.
conditions. In short, the panchronic method sets out to confront ongoing linguistic variation in today's dialects and what we know of their diachrony, or in Haudricourt's words (1940 Haudricourt's words ( : 70, 1975 , 'se fonder pour établir ces lois (panchroniques) sur les dialectes actuels dont on connaît la phonétique, la phonologie et la morphologie, et confronter les résultats avec ce que l'on sait de l'histoire des langues mortes'. 1 Ferlus's paper (2009) on the Four Divisions of the Qièyùn 切韻 is exemplary of the panchronic approach. Two panchronic key ideas form the body of this seminal study on the historical phonetics of Chinese. First, there is a strong panchronic trend in which contrastive syllabic tension played a crucial role in the diachronic developments among many East and Southeast Asian languages. This originated in Chinese before spreading to other languages within the Sinosphere. Second, the study of observable diachronic phenomena in several Mon-Khmer languages allows us to understand a diachronic phenomenon of the past. Ferlus's paper aptly illustrates how a panchronic approach can help us better understand and solve diachronically-related problems.
The internal factors of change
According to panchronic phonology, two internal factors affect diachronic development: (1) the frequency of linguistic structures (e.g. phonemes, lexical items, etc.); and (2) a bias towards systemic symmetry.
First, this corresponds with the Usage-based Phonology (Bybee 2001; Bybee & Hopper 2001) in which frequency is a privileged explanatory principle of phonetic change. The frequency must also be quantified in a widest possible inventory of linguistic phenomena in space and in time. The more frequent a word, a phoneme or a linguistic structure, the better chance it has to maintain itself. When Bybee writes (2001: 110) that 'low-frequency irregulars either regularize, or fall out of usage and disappear from the language', she indicates that she adheres to the panchronic theory according to which the most frequent words (phonemes, structures) maintain themselves whereas the low-frequency borrowings are 'accomodés à la phonétique de la langue' (accommodated to the phonetics of the language) through the 'attraction du plus fréquent' (attraction of the most frequent) (Haudricourt 1940: 71) or fall out.
The tendency for low-frequency structural irregularities to merge with high frequency regularity implies a bias for systemic symmetry in which meaningful oppositions must hold in order to allow for optimal communication efficiency. This has also been referred to as 'intégration phonologique' (Martinet [1955 (Martinet [ ] 1964 or 'preference for symmetry' (Labov 2001: 20) . In other words, the more phonemes join 1 Free translation: 'In order to establish panchronic laws, we have to base ourselves on what we know about the phonetics, phonology and morphology of present-day dialects and to confront the results with what we know about the history of extinct languages'. Moreover, the question of the relationship between 'Panchrony' and 'Diachrony' must also be addressed; first of all, Panchrony is a method consisting of collecting the most diachronic occurrences (and their socio-cultural conditions of emergence) as possible in order to generate laws; secondly, as Christie (1982: 7-9) and Haudricourt (1973: 23) have noted, Panchronic linguists must use any contributions from psychology, sociology, anthropology, synchronic linguistics or mathematical linguistics. together in correlation nets, the more stable the system will be (Martinet [1955 (Martinet [ ] 1964 . These chain dynamic changes tending towards symmetry occur in order to maintain margins of security which allow for efficiency of communication. A wellknown example of this bias is the transphonologization of the voicing contrast of plosive onsets into a register or tonal opposition in languages of Southeast Asia. In schematic terms, /ga/ and /ka/ merged into /ka/ and the voiced vs. voiceless contrast that distinguished them was replaced by a suprasegmental contrast on the vowel: /ka/ will now contrast with /kà/, where /-à/ features a low series tone, a breathy register or any other features associated with a low register (such a prediphthongization) (Hagège & Haudricourt 1978: 74-111; Ferlus 1979 Ferlus , 1998 Michaud 2011 Michaud , 2012 .
The very structure of a linguistic system can hinder or promote linguistic change. Such changes are accepted by a linguistic community when they are perceived as familiar, that is, when they match the constraints of a given linguistic system. The symmetry of the linguistic system gives the speaker this impression of familiarity. Any change takes time to be accepted and goes through the following stages: exposure, reproduction and contagion (Enfield 2003: 18) . It is a complex process during which any change is tested against internal systemic constraints.
External factors of change
I will now deal with external (i.e. socio-cultural) causes of linguistic change. As Thomason and Kaufman (1988: 15) wrote, 'social factors can and very often do overcome structural resistance to interference at all levels'. This is not surprising, as language is an inherently socio-cultural phenomenon (Lévi-Strauss 1958: 65) ; this is a parallel to Chomsky's (1979: 191) claim according to which 'questions of language are basically questions of power', reminding us of the fundamental importance of language within the social fabric. It therefore makes sense that an evolution of socio-cultural structures brings about a diachronic change in the linguistic structures.
The panchronic approach lends deeper understanding to the socio-cultural conditions of linguistic change. This is precisely what Haudricourt (1973: 23) means when he writes that 'dans les études de phonologie diachronique, la sociologie et l'histoire devraient intervenir '. 2 In this sense, the panchronic approach places Linguistics within the disciplines of General Anthropology such as Sociology, History, Physical Anthropology, Social and Cultural Anthropology, and so forth. It also starts from the premise that the comprehension of linguistic facts cannot dispense with the understanding of the anthropological facts from which they arose.
As far as panchronic linguistics is concerned, the main cause of a linguistic change is bilingualism and diglossia (i.e. inegalitarian bilingualism). These are two linguistic situations through which socio-cultural factors most easily act on the linguistic system. Various socio-cultural groups (and consequently language communities) are exposed to the linguistic habits of other neighbouring communities. Moreover, monolingual speakers in one community are exposed to language change in other language communities by those who are bilingual (Enfield 2003: 15-16) . The sociocultural, hence linguistic, systems are in a constant disequilibrium as was shown in the seminal anthropological study by Leach ([1954 Leach ([ ] 1965 . As Hannerz (1987) pointed out, the phenomenon of hybridization, creolization or interculturation, regardless of the name, is the norm rather than the exception. Thus in any society or culture in which such a process occurs, language is a hybrid or syncretistic phenomenon. Any language is thus a set of socio-cultural abstractions that serve as evidence of the various interactions between language communities.
Panchronic linguistics as a diahoric study of language
In his seminal 1973 paper, Haudricourt establishes TRANSDISCIPLINARITY as an essential factor in any panchronic perspective. Panchronic Linguistics is intrinsically a transdisciplinary science that flouts the fortifications separating the various anthropological disciplines from each other. The panchronic discipline is fundamentally DIAHORIC (i.e. it moves through, dia, the [disciplinary] boundaries, hóros). The panchronician must arm themselves with the largest possible range of anthropological tools to examine a linguistic fact; they must address the sociological, ethnic, political, historical and cultural environment in which the linguistic event occurs. This includes, de facto, the exhaustiveness of data, which is an essential parameter for panchronicians, preventing them from distorting a linguistic model. For example, I have shown that the Khmer dialect convergence could not be explained by solely taking into account the internal contingencies of the linguistic system (Pain 2011) . Internally, there is no systemic pressure for a less innovative 3 dialect to tend towards a more innovative one. If there was internal pressure, Low German (Dutch) would have tended to converge towards High German (German) which is more innovative with regards to its treatment of some Proto-Germanic plosives. This also may somewhat apply to Southern Min or Hakka in Taiwan which would have tended to converge towards Mandarin Chinese, which is more innovative. However, Dutch and German remained separate for reasons rooted in an awareness of a distinct ethnicity, and that Mandarin does tend to supplant Southern Min or Hakka in Taiwan is due to a socio-political contingency which owes little, I believe, to internal systemic constraints. For two dialects to converge there must be a deliberate preference from the speakers to abandon their own dialect in favour of another and this choice is motivated by external factors whose origin is to be found in an anthropological determinism related to ethnicity. The panchronician therefore capitalizes on the opportunity to exploit the anthropological data (cultural, social, historical, ethnic, etc.) of a language community. Panchronic linguistics is a powerful tool which gives the linguists an exciting window into the socio-cultural factors that surface through linguistic diachronies.
A linguistic model should also be informed by an exhaustive survey of available data. As such, the panchronic programme requires a collection of the most diachronic occurrences possible alongside a listing of the anthropological (socio-cultural, political, etc.) factors surrounding these changes. The case of Vietnamese 'Drang nach Osten' provides a stimulating illustration of the danger to blindly modelling diachronic patterns without regard to the anthropological conditions under which they occur. Let us examine the Vietnamization of a Pọng-Chứt 4 language in Northcentral Vietnam (Vinh, Nghệ An province); the case of this Vietnamese dialect is of the highest interest as demonstrated in Ferlus (1991) . Vietnamese was differentiated from other Việt-Mường languages by a spirantization process (Ferlus 1982) in which proto-Việt-Mường plosives and sibilants became spirant consonants in syllable medial position, CCV(C), of sesquisyllables under the Chinese linguistic influence. However, in the Vinh dialect, a Vietnamized Pọ ng-Chứt language, this process was both irregular and incomplete as (1) plosives were maintained in contexts where spirants would have been expected, and (2) diachronically unjustified spirants are found in contexts where plosives would have been expected. The case of the Vinh Vietnamese dialect is a fascinating example where the diachronic rules that shaped a hegemonic dialect (North Vietnamese) cannot be applied as such to a dominated dialect (Vinh Vietnamese). The contact scenario between these two dialects is quite specific: a Pọng-Chứt type of language was subjected to the pressure of North Vietnamese during the Vietnamese conquest. This language has been being subjected to the pressure of a hegemonic language and has now become nothing but a dialect of the dominant North Vietnamese. The contact scenarios are immensely complex and varied and this turns out to be particularly true in the case of the Southeast Asian linguistic area.
Panchronic Linguistics thus provides a comprehensive view into linguistic phenomena as inherently social facts. It sets forth a wide range of conditions under which linguistic change may occur. The panchronic approach assumes that linguistic phenomena cannot be studied outside of their socio-cultural context and advocates for a careful analysis of its contexts of occurrence which are fundamental in explaining why the phenomena occur. The reader is referred to Haudricourt's papers as well as to recent contributions by panchronicians such as François (2005 ), Ferlus (2009 ), Jacques (2011 ), Michaud (2012 and Michaud et al. (2012) .
The Present Study
Following the panchronic tradition, I will demonstrate the explanatory power of this approach to diachronic puzzles by analyzing the intriguing problem of three Old Burmese (OB) rhymes (-uiw -uik -uin). 4 There remains little of Pọng-Chứt in Vinh Vietnamese but some words specifically belong to this Việt-Mường dialect: nốc 'small boat', lòn 'unglutinous rice'; the word gụ 'bear' is also worth mentioning as it attests the Pọng-Chứt low series tone whereas it is a high series tone in the other Việt-Mường languages; the evolution of the pristine initial clusters plos. + r > plos. + l is also characteristic of these languages. 5 For the system of transliteration used in this paper, see the online Appendix A.
Limitations of interdisciplinary boundaries
The question of the phonetic content of the rhyme <-uiw> (and therefore <-uik -uin>) in OB has been offering an intriguing problem to linguists since the beginning of the Burmese studies. There have been two distinct proposals. On the one hand, some scholars claimed that <-ui(w)> transcribed an Old Burmese phoneme such as /-ʌj/ (Wolfenden 1929) , /-uɯ/ (Gong 1980), /-iw/ (Pulleyblank 1963) or /-ə-/ (Dempsey 2001) . Other authors argued that <-ui(w)> transcribed the phoneme /-o/ (Bradley 1985) 6 or /-oŭ/ (Yanson 1990) . As far as the words ending with the rhymes <-uik> and <-uin> are concerned, some scholars have asserted that they belonged to a common Proto-Tibeto-Burman (PTB) lexical stock deriving these rhymes from PTB /*-uːk/ and /*-uːŋ/ respectively (e.g. Benedict 1972; Matisoff 2003) , while others preferred to identify it as a Mon or a Shan loan (e.g. Pulleyblank 1963; Bradley 1985) . Whether or not the Burmic (Southern Burmish-Northern Burmish) rhymes ending in velars <-uik -uin> belong to the Tibeto-Burman (TB) lexical stock is a controversial topic. While Matisoff (p.c.) admits that this layer of the Burmic lexicon appears mostly in loanwords from Mon and Shan, he also sheds light on the fact that the TB (especially Mizo) words with these rhymes show direct evidence for vowel length (PTB /*-uːk *-uːŋ/), which would advocate for a PTB origin of those rhymes.
7 This said, whether or not they belong to the TB lexical stock has no incidence on my hypothesis and I will leave the question open and claim that they might not belong to the PTB lexicon, since within the Burmic group, the comparanda are too limited to defend any hypothesis.
The diverse responses to one single diachronic problem are indicative of a methodology that essentially focused on the internal systemic factors of change.
8 As I shall demonstrate, exclusively analyzing the problem from the point of view of regular sound changes leads to a dead end. The internal analysis based on the comparison of genetically related dialects leads us to reconstruct the phoneme /-o/ in OB. However, the immediate question raised is why OB transcribed the phoneme /-o/ in the graphic sequence <-uiw>, transcribing the phoneme /ʌ-ɯ/ in Old Mon (OM), from which the Old Burmese borrowed their writing system. An approach which exclusively accounts for the internal systemic contingencies may not provide an accurate answer to it. Conversely, simply assuming that the OM graphic sequence along with its phonetics were copied into OB leaves the question of why this was done in the first place. Indeed, it is not a novel discovery to assert that Mon and Burmese belong to different language families and that a diachronic scenario in one language may not be relevant to the other. The analysis of the internal factors of linguistic 6 Hill (2012: 77) (Matisoff 2003: 288) . Thurgood (1974: 101-102 ) remains careful; though he admits a sufficient set of comparanda can't be assembled, he prefers not to dismiss the PTB rhymes [*-uːŋ *-uːk], for example, PTB *tuːk 'thick'; PTB *muːk 'dull, dark'; PTB *kuːŋ 'branch' (Benedict 1972 change is important as it provides a hint, namely that the rhyme <-uiw> must have transcribed an OB phoneme /-o/. To this analysis of the internal factors of change, an approach accounting for the relevance of the external factors should be added, specifically the socio-cultural setting of twelfth-century Burma when OB borrowed its writing system from OM.
The panchronic response to the problem
As just mentioned, the problem these rhymes raise should be tackled through a panchronic approach in which the diachronic utterance must also be analyzed in its comprehensive anthropological context (socio-cultural, historical, political and ethnic). At the beginning of this period, the role of the Mons was substantial but confined to the socio-cultural elite. 9 The Mon influence began to be felt during the reign of King Kyansittha (r. 1084-1111), 10 and somewhat dwindled during the reign of King Narapatisithu (r. 1173-1210) 11 who resolutely opted for a reBurmanization of the elite. Indeed, it was during Narapatisithu's reign that the Burmese elite seem to have become aware of their own ethnicity rooting in a shared language and culture. As the transition to literacy began with the political elite, I will focus my analysis on this social group. I will also limit my analysis to the period between the reign of Kyansittha and Narapatisithu, since this is when (1) the Mon writing system was borrowed, and (2) the Mon influence on the Burmese began to weaken. Toward a Panchronic Response to the Puzzle. By crossing the linguistic data with sociocultural factors, we can sketch out the working hypothesis developed through this paper. The way the OB adapted the Mon writing is indicative of the linguistic customs of the socio-political literati elite. The OM phoneme /ʌ-ɯ/ was unknown in OB and was imitated by the Burmese literati elite because this phoneme was representative of OM. This sociolectal practice was limited to a socio-cultural micro-level and lasted for too short a time 12 for this linguistic habit to spread to the rest of the social fabric. The rhyme <-uiw> had two pronunciations depending on the sociolectal status. The Burmese literati elite, who spoke the Old Burmese high sociolect, pronounced this rhyme as /-ʌ/ or /-ɯ/ following the Mons, while other social groups, who spoke the Old Burmese low sociolect, 13 pronounced this rhyme as /-o/ in its regular autochthonous pronunciation. The hybrid encoding of the rhyme <ui> based on a sociolectal difference left traces in the OB epigraphy, in the phonetic treatment of this rhyme in borrowings from Mon and Pāli, as well as in the Shan phonetic use of this written rhyme. The Monized (or Monizing) phoneme /ʌ-ɯ/ didn't overstep the sociolectal barriers because of three main reasons. (1) The OM phoneme was introduced via a situation of diglossia in OB and diglossia is a contact situation which is less likely to promote a loan diffusion; (2) the borrowed phoneme was reproduced in a socio-cultural micro-level; and finally (3) the prestige value assigned to this phoneme had a relatively short life and hardly outlived the ethnic-oriented venture of Narapatisithu.
My demonstration will be like a relay race marked out with four relay stations. First station: the socio-cultural and historical backgrounds of the linguistic problem will be fathomed out; the importance of OM among the OB elite will be highlighted (Section 2.1); the Burmese conquest of the Mon writing and the shift of the Myanmā ethnic group from Orality to Literacy will be analyzed (Section 2.2); finally, the OM origin of the graphic innovation <-uiw> will be demonstrated (Section 2.3). Second station: the socio-historical foundations of the linguistic problem set up-I will then address myself to the problem looked at from the internal point of view of the Burmese linguistic system; I will use the method of reconstruction based on the principles of the regular sound changes and the comparison within Southern Burmish (Section 3.1), with Northern Burmish (Section 3.2), Loloish, Tibetan and the Chinese transcription (Section 3.3); in that way, the Old Burmese Low Sociolect will have been sketched out (Section 3.4); then, it will be demonstrated that the OM writing had at its disposal some symbols to transcribe OB rhymes such /-o(w) -ok -oŋ/ (Section 3.5). Our third relay station will be devoted to the second sociolectal obverse of the OB coin; I will examine the Old Burmese High Sociolect as wormed out of the epigraphic data (Section 4.1) and on the basis of the Shan adaptation of the Burmese writing (Section 4.2). The arrival point will be the confirmation of my explanatory hypothesis viewed from a panchronic perspective according to which a diachronic utterance is not exclusively due to internal systemic constraints but is also a medium through which socio-cultural situations of the past surface (Section 5).
2. The Socio-Cultural and Historical Settings of a Linguistic Problem 2.1. Mon Elite and Burmese Quest for Ethnic Identity: The Pagán Kingdom Period I focus on the twelfth-century Pagán era for four main reasons. (1) Socio-culturally, it is during this period that the Burmese (i.e. the Myanmā) identity began to take shape and has been continued to the present, as the Burmanization process still largely roots its myth down into that period. Some ethnic groups around Inle Lake such as the Intha, Pa-O and Taung'yo still symbolically construct their interethnic dynamics through their Oral Tradition according to their alleged arrival in the region with (or before) the Pagán King Alaungsitthu (r. 1111-1167) (Robinne 2000 (Robinne , 2010 Pain 2013-14) . (2) Then, for linguistic reasons; this is the period when the Burmese literary tradition began to emerge as their language became written down, through a Mon writing system which poorly fit the phonological constraints of their language. (3) It is also the period when the prestige of the OM language was at its height in the upper echelons of the Medieval Burmese society. Finally, (4) it is the very period when the Burmese language was perceived as and used as an ethnic marker and for 'national' cohesion, which led Burmese to begin to become distinct from OM culture and language.
2.1.1. The Mons: an influence 'from above'
Mon influence was restricted to the Court and to the upper echelons of the Burmese society. The importance of OM was such that King Kyansittha (r. 1084-1111) chose it as the language of the Court. Inscriptions were written in OM, in a far more sophisticated style and content than those written in OB. On the other hand, OB was used for lists of donations and slaves. This OM influence in the microcosm of power and knowledge may have been facilitated by the fact that the Mons brought with them significant amounts of knowledge of Pāli texts and culture. Thus, many Pāli words entered OB this way. Only the upper classes of Old Burmese society were significantly Monized. As I shall demonstrate, the digraph <ui> was borrowed from OM into OB to transcribe the Burmic phoneme /-o/; the OM phoneme /ʌ-ɯ/, non-existent in OB, was interpreted as a mark of prestige, and a sociolectal indication of the highest spheres of Burmese society. Meanwhile, the majority of the population was far less affected by this Monization, which explains why, other than the influx of Mon words in the lexicon, the Burmese language was minimally affected by Mon.
14 Contrary to the highest literati echelons, the population, I believe, kept on pronouncing the phoneme transcribed <-uiw> in its Burmic phonetic shape /-o/.
However, the influence of the Mons at Court was drastically reduced during the reign of Narapatisithu (r. 1173-1210), whose broader ethno-political plans involved the re-Burmanization of the Court and a standardization of many facets of the OB life (economic, political, social and linguistic). The orthographic standardization surfaced in the epigraphy through the shift from pre-Standard Old Burmese to Standard Old Burmese (Section 2.1.2).
From pre-Standard to Standard Old Burmese
Burmese belongs to the Burmic branch of TB. It is the official language of the Union of Myanmar and is the mother tongue of about 32 million Burmese (Bradley 2002: 97-98) . Burmese is also spoken as a second language by ethnic minorities in Myanmar. Judging from mostly epigraphic and orthographic grounds, we can distinguish three periods in the history of the Burmese language. (1) The OB stage, spanning from the twelfth to the fifteenth century; (2) the Middle Burmese (MB) period, extending from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century; and (3) the Modern Burmese phase, with its dialects, including Standard or Central Burmese which is based on the dialect of Mandalay. I will mainly focus on OB and on the fundamental difference that should be made between pre-Standard and Standard OB, the feature of this transition being the shift from quadriglossia to triglossia.
On epigraphic grounds, the OB phase can be divided into two periods, a pre-Standard and a Standard one. The transition from the pre-Standard and Standard OB periods was a first attempt by Narapatisithu to standardize OB orthography when he ascended the Pagán throne around 1173 after many years of political disorder (Ba Shin 1962: 25) . This first orthographic standardization which, inter alia, favoured the use of the digraph <-uiw> at the expense of <eī ei i ī u ū uī>, took place in the period of Pagán history when OB began to supplant OM in the Court during this king's reign; from then on, the royal lithic documents and virtually all others were written in OB and not in OM anymore (Luce 1953: 17) . When Narapatisithu ascended the throne, he had to face the diabolically complex task to reunite the kingdom in all domains after a period of severe internal divisions and chronic political upheavals (Aung-Thwin 1985: 25) . This unification was not only based on socio-political grounds, but also on linguistic ones by standardizing the OB orthography and, probably, by imposing the dialect of the Court, which Luce (1959: 95) postulated to be a Burmese dialect from Kyauksè.
From Orality to Literacy: An Indo-Mon Script for a Burmic Language
An important consequence of the socio-cultural influence of the Mons among the OB political elite is the shift of the Myanmā ethnic group 15 from an Oral to a Literate stage. The transition from Orality to Literacy is typical of a socio-political and/or religious elite (Goody 1968; Ong [1982] 2012), which endeavours to consolidate its power; this fact is obvious and needs no further developments. This elite, in Medieval Burma, was precisely under the influence of the Old Mons who pronounced this rhyme /ʌ-ɯ/. Conventionally, the first instances of written OB are the so-called quadrilingual steles of Rājakumār or Myazédi, dated around AD 1111/2-1113. However, the transition from Orality to Literacy through the borrowing of the Mon writing system corresponds to the consolidation of the Kingdom of Pagán dating back to the turn of the twelfth century.
A writing system is indicative of the relationships a linguistic community brings out towards its language; it gives a bewitching glimpse into the thoughts of a linguistic community about what makes the linguistic specificity of its language. For example, the Old Khmers hardly seem to have been interested in how they would fit a writing system designed to transcribe Indo-Aryan phonemes to the typical phonological features of their language, whereas the Thais clearly showed a great intellectual pleasure in doing it. The latter innovated; they created new graphic symbols to transcribe the phonemes of their language in the most accurate way. 16 As to the Burmese adaptation of the Mon writing, it is indicative of their history and relationships with the Mons from the eleventh to the twelfth century.
The Mon alphasyllabary
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The Mon alphasyllabary is derived from a Pallava prototype of writing that was used in Southern India in the middle of the fifth century AD. The first evidence of an adaptation of this alphasyllabary to the OM language is attested in two fragments of inscriptions found near Nakhorn Pathom in Central Thailand, supposedly dated from the sixth century AD. Old Mon, a Monic language belonging to the Austroasiatic phylum, therefore holds a long literary tradition. Besides the first inscriptions found in Central Thailand, OM has also been attested in Northeastern Thailand since the eighth century, in Southeastern Burma since the tenth century and Northern Thailand as early as the twelfth century. It was in Burma, during the Pagán era, that Classical OM developed (Shorto 1971: ix-x) . 18 The Mon writing system was borrowed into Old Burmese during the pre-Standard OB stage, when the importance of the Mons at the Court was at its height. As a corollary, OM phonetics served as a standard for the choice of OM graphic symbols to transcribe particular OB phonemes.
Old Mon vs. Old Burmese phonology
In its broadest extension, that is before the velars, the Old Mon vowel system consisted of nine simple vowels /a i u e o ɔ ʌ ɯ/ (the last two in complementary distribution) and one diphthong /ai/ (Shorto 1971: xvii : /aj > ɛː/ /ej > eː/ /ow > oː/ /aw > ɔː/. The two OM allophones /ʌ-ɯ/ were completely absent in OB, and may therefore, in my hypothesis, have been considered as a prestige-bearing feature from OM, imitated by the literati elite at the Pagán Court, where OM held a position of prestige. These OM vowels were transcribed using the graphs <eī ei eū i ī u ū>, as well as <uī ui>. During the standardization of the OB orthography in 1174, the symbol <ui> was chosen over the others. 20 Compare the pre-Standard and Standard Old Burmese examples in Table 1 . 21 I postulate that the Old Burmese literati elite borrowed the Old Mon graphs <eī ei eū i ī u ū uī ui> to imitate the OM /ʌ-ɯ/, which didn't exist in OB. These graphic symbols were borrowed because they were representative of OM, the language of prestige at the Court. Adopting these graphic symbols along with their phonetic content, was integrating a strictly OM phonetic segment into OB for the purpose of prestige. Therefore, I postulate that it was a prestige-induced phonetic loan strictly restricted to the Court.
An Old Mon Graphic Innovation
I will now demonstrate that the digraph <ui> is an OM innovation. I will base my diachronic reasoning on the evolution of the final liquids /-r -l/ to a labio-velar /-w/ <-uiw>, as it is mirrored in the epigraphic data where the written rhyme <-uiw> alternates with <-uir> and <-uil>.
Determining the OM or OB origin of the graphic innovation <ui> is crucial in diagnosing the OB phoneme transcribed in this digraph. I will give out diachronic arguments which will, I believe, clearly demonstrate that the symbol <-ui-> is an OM 19 According to Yanson (1994: 368) , the monophthongization in open syllable would date from the sixteenth century. However, a careful analysis of the Yìshıǰìyú 譯史紀餘 (Miller 1954 ) and the Huáyí yìyŭ miaňdiàn guaň yìyŭ 華夷譯語緬甸館譯語 (Nishida 1972; Ōno 1967 ) leads us to address ourselves to this problem more cautiously. These two Chinese works date from the late seventeenth century and the vocabularies which are therein mentioned may date back from the sixteenth century. There are some inconsistencies in the data. Indeed, some monophthongized Burmese forms are attested: 20 According to the Dictionary by the Myanmar Language Commission (1993: xiv, Section 57), though -ui could be found without -w in a few Bagan period inscriptions it was not standard. -uiw was used from the Bagan period to about 1150 ME (1787 AD) in the Konbaung period. -ui without -w came to be seen in writing from about 1000 ME (1638 AD). However, the combination <-uiw> was still usually used into the eighteenth century (Bradley, p.c.) . 21 Examples from Luce Collection, MS 6547, box 7, folder 44. graphic innovation. Consequently, I will provide some linguistic counter-arguments against the influential thesis by Aung-Thwin (2005) which derives the Burmese alphasyllabary from a prototype of Pyū writing. The graphic sequences <-uiw -uik -uin> are not attested in any alphasyllabary of Indian origin. The Pallava script, from which the Indic scripts in Southeast Asia are derived, does not attest such a graphic innovation. Shorto (p.c. to Pulleyblank 1963) initially believed that this was an Old Burmese innovation that would have been taken over afterward by the Mons. He later corrects his claim in Dictionary of the Mon Inscriptions (Shorto 1971: xii) , writing that Mon innovations are the consonant b . -originally a modification of b, though its later forms resemble a modified w-and the vowel digraph ui, which occurs sporadically in Old Mon and more extensively in later stages of the language.
The reluctance to identify this digraph as Mon in origin is probably due to the fact that it was extensively used in the oldest OB lithic documents while it is barely attested in OM epigraphy. Indeed, in the current state of OM epigraphic knowledge, the digraph <ui> is attested five times in the inscriptions of the Kyansittha's palace at Pagán, probably dating from AD 1102 (inscription IX). There is also one attestation in inscription XI from Kyauksè in the thirteenth century, and two occurrences of it in a lithic document recounting a gift of slaves from the early fourteenth century AD. Finally, two instances of the digraph were found in the Mon inscription (AD 1129) discovered at Myinkaba (mound #1216) (Bauer 1998) , north of the Nagayon. On the contrary, there are five attestations 23 of this innovation in one of the earliest written records in OB, the quadrilingual steles of Rājakumāra (AD 1111/2-1113), or stele of Myazédi. I believe that the digraph <ui> is a strictly OM innovation on the basis of a diachronic criterion. To test this hypothesis, I will consider the use of the graphic symbol <-w> and its variants <-r> and <-l>, which can be combined with the nucleus <-ui-> to form <uiw>, <uir> and <uil>. It will also be demonstrated that the final graphic variants <-l -r -w> in the OB trigraphs <-uiw>, <-uil> and <-uir> can only be explained by the evolution of /-l -r/ to /-w/ in OM; the diachrony of the trill and the lateral surfaces in the OB epigraphy where <-uil> and <-uir> evolved into <-uiw>.
Inscriptions at Pagán
Some Pāli and Sanskrit terms found in Pagán inscriptions (eleventh-thirteenth century AD) will serve as an analytical sample for my demonstration. I will focus on the rhyme variants <-uiw>, <-uir> and <-uil>. I will use OB epigraphic utterances rather than OM ones, as the latter are divergent. For example, Pāli balavāhana-'troops, army' is attested in OM as <balabaḥ , ballabaḥ , billabaḥ > [bəllʌbah] (Shorto 1971: 260) , whereas the OB attestation is <puiwpā>. The Sanskrit prahara-'division of time (about 3 hours)' surfaces in OM as <pahar, pahir> [pəhʌr] (Shorto 1971: 229) , while OB attests <pahuir>.
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Let's first consider the OB attestation of the Sanskrit word mṛ gaśīrṣ a-'Constellation of Mṛ gaśīrṣ a'. This word is attested in three variants:
(1) The rhyme -uir : <mrikkasuir> 'name of a year' found in an inscription from 1225. (2) The rhyme -uiw : <mrikkasuiw> also found in an inscription from 1225. (3) The rhyme -uil : <mrikkasuil> found in an inscription from 1297.
The OB attestations of Sanskrit saṂ gra-'to support' where rhymes in <-uiw> and <-uil> alternate: <sankruiw> attested twice in an inscription from 1255 and <sankruil> attested once in an inscription from 1241. Also noteworthy is the alternation of the rhymes <-uil -uir -uiwr> in the OB attestations of Pāli saṂ vacchara-'a year': <saṂ wacchuir> attested in an inscription from 1147, <saṂ witchuil> in an inscription from 1225 and <saṂ wacchuiwr> attested once in an inscription from 1249 (Table 2) . 23 (1) Myazédi B.5, 9, 17, 22, 23 <thuiw>, 'the, that'; (2) Myazédi B.17 <'atui'>, '1st pers. plur., "we"'; (3) Myazédi B.18 <(hnac) klui'>, 'to be glad'; (4) Myazédi B.22 <tui'>, 'plural suffix'; (5) Myazédi B.26 <henbuiw>, 'Henbuiw', name of one of the three villages (rwoh) mentioned in the stele of Myazèdi. 24 The OB epigraphic attestations are drawn from Than Tun Win (1992).
It is remarkable that the rhymes <-uil -uir> alternate with <-uiw>, occasionally in the same source; moreover, this alternation involves the lateral /-l/ <-uil> and the trill /-r/ <-uir> on the one hand, and the labio-velar /-w/ <-uiw> on the other. How could this alternation be explained? In the following section, I will turn to the OM historical phonetics to answer this question.
Diachronic explanation of the graphic variants
2.3.3.1. OM rhymes /-ʌr/ <-uir> and /-ʌl/ <-uil> evolved in MM /-ʌw/ <-uiw>. The graphic variants <-uil -uir -uiw> can only be explained by Mon historical phonetics. The OM rhymes /-ʌr -ʌl/ evolved to /-ʌw/, and this change was reflected in the orthography. In Mon, the final lateral /-l/ and trill /-r/ were quite unstable. According to Ferlus (1983: 55-62) , nine rhymes ending in /-r/ and /-l/ can be reconstructed at the Proto-Mon (PM) level, but I will only tackle the PM rhymes /*-ər *-əl/ and /*-ur *-ul/ because they were transcribed in the trigraphs <-uir -uil -uiw> as early as the OM period and as late as the Middle Mon (MM) period.
The reconstruction of the PM rhymes /*-ər *-ur/ and /*-əl *-ul/ is mainly justified by the Nyah Kur 25 cognates, and by the comparison of the OM and MM data. For example, let's consider the reconstruction of PM *gər 'to shine', *təl 'to plant', *bʔŭr 'salt' and *kŭl 'to give, to pay' ( Table 3) .
As made clear in Table 4 , the Mon /-w/ evolved from /-r -l/, and this diachrony is clearly attested in written records: the rhymes written <-uir -uil> are subsequently rendered by <-uiw>. Thongkum (1984) and Diffloth (1984) . According to Shorto (1971) and Ferlus (1983) , the PM rhymes /*-ər *-əl *-ul/ evolved towards /-ɒw/ in Recent Mon (i.e. immediately preceding the register stage) and towards /-ɒw -ɜ̤ w/ in register Mon; these rhymes pose no particular problem. As far as the Nyah Kur dialects are concerned, they kept the final liquid unchanged. 26 Except in hypercorrect etymological orthographies, for example in OM <kil, k(u)l, keil> [kʌl] written <kuiw, kuil, kuir> [kʌw] in MM, where the attestations ending up in a trill or a lateral <kuir, kuil> alternate with a form with a labio-velar final <kuiw>; this demonstrates that the liquids were not pronounced anymore.
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2.3.3.2. The graphic innovation <ui> was phonetically motivated. As demonstrated, the digraph <ui> was an OM innovation. In addition, this Mon digraph was designed to transcribe the OM phonemes /ʌ-ɯ/ in complementary distribution. The question I will now tackle is whether or not the creation of this digraph was phonetically motivated. I will answer this question in the affirmative.
Firstly, the digraph <ui> is also attested in pre-Angkorian Old Khmer to transcribe the phoneme /ɯ/. This digraph is only attested in pre-Angkorian, once in a slave name and once as an equative verb <gui> [gɯː] 'to be, was (equal to), to consist essentially of ' (Jenner 2009: 96-97, 98) . 27 As Bauer (p.c.) acknowledges, <gui> is not attested in Angkorian Old Khmer, Dvāravatī OM, nor in pre-Pagán OM in Thailand. On the other hand, this equative verb belongs to a set of high frequency grammatical terms and can therefore not be characterized as an aberrant form. In addition, as <gui> was attested in pre-Angkorian, centuries before <ui> was attested in OM, it cannot be a loan or an imitation-based borrowing due to contact.
Secondly, traditional scholars who tried to transcribe the phonemes of their own language through graphic symbols (whether in alphabetic systems or alphasyllabic ones) were faced with the problem of encoding vowels which did not correspond to the symbols available in a Roman-based alphabet or an Indo-Aryan alphasyllabary (i.e. a e i o u). This is relevant for the Khmer and the Mon who used the digraph <ui> to transcribe the phoneme /ɯ/ and also for Germanic where Rhineland As the socio-cultural scene has now been set, I will address the internal diachronic analysis of the Burmese linguistic system. As mentioned above, the way linguistic communities make use of or adapt a writing system is not only indicative of the psychology of this community towards its own language, but also provides pieces of information on the socio-cultural situation during the borrowing. In the specific case dealt with here, the way the Old Burmese used the Mon writing system is indicative of the prestige status of the Mons at court, which introduced a new graphic symbol encoding the phoneme /ʌ-ɯ/. The fact that this could not have been an internally motivated change will be demonstrated through the analysis of the Old Burmese Low Sociolect.
Southern Burmish Comparative Data
Southern Burmish languages
Southern Burmish consists of all the so-called Burmese dialects. In addition to Central Burmese (or Standard Burmese) (SB) and its dialects, there is also a set of Burmese dialects which Bernot and Bruneau (1972: 415) 28 As a reviewer noted, it is also possible that the digraph consisting of the two basic vowels (<i+u>) not involved in the pre-existing digraph (<e+ā>) were chosen to render a non-Indic sound /ʌ-ɯ/. A phonetic closeness to the components of the digraph may have been felt, but, as the case of <e+ā> ([o]) shows, is not necessary. 29 On Arakanese and Marma, Okell (1995: 4-54), Bernot (1957/8; , Bernot and Bernot (1958) , Houghton (1897), Taylor (1921: 91, tables) , Buchanan ([1799] 2003: 43-45), Forbes (1878: 212-224) , Löffler (1976) , Bradley (1985) and Jones (1972) should be consulted. As far as the history of Arakan and the ethnography of the Marma are concerned, Leider (2004) and Bernot (1967) should be respectively consulted. 30 On Intha, Okell (1995: 54-94) , Jones (1976) , Bernot and Bruneau (1972) and Taylor (1921: 91, tables) should be consulted. On an ethnography of the Intha, Bernot and Bruneau (1972) , as well as Bernot (1980) should be consulted. For an analysis of the interethnic relationships between the Intha and other surrounding ethnic groups, see Robinne (2000) . 31 On this topic see: Buchanan ([1799] 2003: 43-45) (under the ethnonym Tanayntharee), Forbes (1878: 212-213) , Taylor (1921: 91 + charts), U Pe Maung Tin (1933), Okell (1995: 94-135) and Bernot (1965 (Nishi 1997a: 992) .
The rhyme <-ui> in open syllable (OB <-uiw>)
The various Southern Burmish languages almost uniformly realize <-ui> as /-oː/, the exception being the Taung'yo dialect in which <-ui> is realized as /-ɤː/ as shown in Tables 5 and 6 .
On the basis of the phonetic content of the digraph <-ui> in the Southern Burmish languages, I propose to reconstruct the phoneme /-oː/ or the diphthong 35 /-ow/ at the OB stage.
The rhymes ending in velars: <-uik> and <-uin>
The rhymes <-uik> and <-uin> are mainly found in loan words from Shan and MonPāli. As Nishi noted (1999: 676-677), they don't even have North Burmish cognates. Their analysis, however, calls for some targeted commentaries, including (1) the rhyme confusions and the dialect classification, and (2) the importance of Marma forms in the identification of the phonetic content of these rhymes in OB.
3.1.3.1. Rhyme confusions and classification. In several Southern Burmish languages, the rhymes ending in velar <-uik> and <-uin> merged into other rhymes. The cause of the mergers might be that the Burmese rhyme system began to deplete 32 On Yaw, see Okell (1989) , Yabu (1980) , Taylor (1921: 91, charts (Yabu 1980 (Yabu , 1981a (Yabu , 1981b .
quite early, as some borrowings from Pāli would suggest, conceivably towards the end of the thirteenth or early fourteenth century. Depending on the type of rhyme merger, I will classify the Southern Burmish languages into three categories. 36 The first category includes languages such as Central Burmese, Dawè, Yaw, Danu and Mergui, in which the rhymes <uik> and <-uin> did not merge with any other rhyme. In Central (Standard) Burmese they are realized as /-aɩʔ/ and /-aɩn/ respectively, in Dawè as /-ɑɪʔ/ and /-ɑɪn/ respectively, and in Yaw as /-aeɩʔ/ and /-aeɩn/ respectively. The second category includes languages such as Taung'yo 37 and Intha. In Taung'yo, <uik> /-ɑʔ/ and <-uin> /-ɑn/ merged with <-ap-at> /-ɑʔ/ and <-am-an> /-ɑn/ respectively, while in Intha, <-uik> /-aɪʔ/ and <-uin> /-eɪn/ merged with <-ap-at> /-aɪʔ/ and <-am -an> /-eɪn/ respectively. The third and final category includes languages such as Arakanese and Marma, 38 in which the graphemes <uik> and <-uin> shared the same phonetic content as other sequences. In Arakanese, <-uik> /-aɩʔ/ and <-uin> /-aɩn/ merged with <-ac> /-aɩʔ/ and <-añ> /-aɩn/ respectively, while in Marma, <-uik> /-ɔeʔ/ and <-uin> /-ɔen/ merged with <-ac> /-ɔeʔ/ and <-añ> /-ɔen/ respectively. It is rather about a classification based on areal convergence due to language contact. For example, the Intha and Taung'yo (Yabu 1981a ) languages attest identical rhyme confusions probably due to the dominant economic position of the Intha in the Inle Lake region; indeed, Bernot (2000) has shown that one of the consequences of the wealth acquired by the Intha mastery of agriculture, horticulture and pisciculture was the ostentatious participation in religious festivals and the construction or maintenance of Buddhist monasteries, which is considered as the prestigious deed par excellence. This Intha economic domination gives their language a 'lingua franca' status and provides them with a control on the local rituals, therefore spoken in the Intha language (Goudineau 2001: 407-408) . 37 My data on the Taung'yo dialect spoken in Lak Mong Kwe (Southern Shan State, Inle Lake) are quite divergent from those by Yabu (1981a) ; they don't allow me to group this language with any other as it attests rhyme confusions which are totally unattested in any other Southern Burmish language (Pain 2013-14) . 38 Both languages were the same language up to the 1780s (Bradley, p.c.) . 39 and phonetic content of the rhymes <-uik -uin> in Old Burmese. Marma is of interest because it is a dialect that separated from the other Southern Burmish languages around AD 1578 when Arakan conquered Chittagong (Leider 2004: 10; Van Schendel 2009: 50) . This language seems to be an archaic form of Arakanese as shown by the confusion of the rhymes <-uik> (or <-ac>) and <uin> (or <-añ>). According to Bradley (1985: 180) , the Marma group would have first migrated from Arakan to the Chittagong Hill Tracts by the early sixteenth century and after the Burmese conquest in 1785. Today, they live mainly in the Chittagong Hill Tracts where they form the main ethnic group. According to Bernot (1967) , their clan names suggest that many of them were part of the suite of the Court of Arakan. Bernot (1967: 41) tells us that, according to the Marma, there is no doubt that they come from Arakan. The Marma also believe that, before living in Arakan, their ancestors inhabited the region of Pegu, so they were Mon. Incidentally, one of their 'clans' (<'amyui:> [ʔəmjóː]) names is <taluin: sā:> [təlɔen θɑː] ('Son of the Talaing [=Mons]'). However, their genealogy has yet to be proven. 40 Because of a lack of contact with other language communities since the Burmese conquest of Arakan in 1785, the Marma dialects (Northern and Southern) have substantially diverged from the Arakanese dialect. The Marma dialect may have the closest resemblance with Arakanese as it was spoken before the resumption of major contacts with the Burmese and before the massive linguistic Burmese influence that began in 1785.
Marma data
It is not to be dismissed that the Marma forms /-ɔeʔ/ and /-ɔen/ for <-uik> and <-uin> respectively might be a remnant of an archaic Arakanese form 41 which would itself render more accurately the OB phonetics of the rhymes <uik/n> before the diphthongization in front of velars (/-ok -oŋ/ to /-ɔeʔ -ɔen/) took place.
42 Following from this hypothesis, /-aɩʔ/ and /-aɩn/ for <-uik> and <-uin> respectively, might be due to contact with Standard Middle Burmese from the Mandalay region. Taung'yo and Marma, geographically more outlying and therefore relatively sheltered from the central Mandalay administration, were not affected by the change of /-ok -oŋ/ towards /-aɩʔ -aɩn/.
Northern Burmish Comparative Data
Northern Burmish and its relationship with Southern Burmish
As Bradley (1997: 41-42) pointed out, the languages of the Northern Burmish populations are, to varying degrees, influenced by the Jingpho and Shan languages. All 39 A Marma lexicon can be consulted in Bernot and Bernot (1958: 54-127) . 40 See Bernot (1967: 657) . 41 Arakanese was initially considered among various authors (Forbes 1878; Houghton 1897; Taylor 1921; Bernot 1967) as a 'purer', 'more archaic' or 'older' Southern Burmish language than Central Burmese, since Arakanese phonetics corresponds more closely to the written form, including the preservation of the initial consonant clusters in plosive + [r/l]. 42 I suggest this possibility very tentatively. Indeed, it may be a contact phenomenon between Marma and neighbouring languages in Bangladesh. Taylor (1921: 92) , both of these dialects were endangered in the 1920s. Given that the Northern Burmish languages were subject to various linguistic (Jingpho and Shan) and socio-cultural (Achang and Atsi) influences, establishing correspondence rules between the various Northern and Southern Burmish languages is not easy.
Phylogenetically, Northern Burmish is most closely related to Southern Burmish; the Northern and Southern branches would have split in Upper Burma. According to Tadahiko Shintani (p.c.), 'le maru, le lashi et l'atsi sont du birman resté audessus' (Maru, Lashi and Atsi are Burmese who stayed up there). Thus the Northern Burmish languages would be languages that remained mainly in China with some extensions in Upper Burma, while the Southern Burmish language groups migrated toward Central Burma. According to Luce (1985: 104) , the 南詔 Nánzhào attempts to absorb the Proto-Burmese would have forced the Myanmā to migrate down toward Kyauksè in Central Burma. It would also have made some Northern Burmish groups go into exile from the Nmaikha river gorges which were considered their homeland. Some Northern Burmish populations are currently located in the Kachin and Shan States in Upper Burma 47 as well as in the Yunnan Dehong Dai and Jingpho Autonomous Prefectures in China.
The rhyme <-ui> in open syllable (OB <-uiw>)
Despite some exceptions possibly due to language contact, SB <-ui> /-oː/ corresponds to /-aw/ in Achang, Chintau, Atsi 48 and Bola; 49 to /-ow/ in Lashi (/-aːw/ for verbs and adjectives); to /-uʔ -oʔ/ in Maru; 50 and to /-uː/ in Phun (cf. Table 7) . Table 8 gives correspondences that are largely regular and are attested in the common lexicon. 43 Let's recall that the term Kachin is rather used to describe a cultural complex. 44 According to Bradley (p.c.) , Chintau turns out to be a (sub-)dialect of one China dialect of Āchāng 阿昌, the Husa or Maingtha (muinṡā:) dialect. 45 While the Atsi have adopted the Kachin feudal political system of the gumsa and even sometimes the Jingpho language (Bradley 1979: 9) . 46 Cf. Henderson (1986) . 47 On Northern Burmish, see Yabu (1988) and Dempsey (2003) . The Northern Burmish comparative data are drawn from Dài et al. (1992) . 48 /-uj/ after alveopalatal initials. 49 /-uː/ after alveopalatal initials. 50 The development of final glottal plosive is a strictly Maru feature (Burling 1966 'to cry'
Basing himself on Northern Burmish correspondences, Mann (1998: 90-91) proposes to reconstruct /*-o/ in Proto Northern Burmish. On the basis of the diphthongized feature of the vowels in the correspondences, I would suggest to reconstruct the diphthongized phoneme /*-ow/ in OB.
Cognates between Northern Burmish and Southern Burmish ending in <-uik> and <-uin> are extremely rare; Nishi (1999: 676-677) even doubts there might be some. There may be two potential cognates for the rhyme <-uin> and one cognate for the rhyme <-uik>, but the possibility of borrowing is not to be excluded (Table 9) ] in Achang; SB <wum: puik> [woɷn baɩʔ] 'belly', [bəuˀmàː / pàˀmàː] in Phun. Contrary to the words ending in <-ui>, which are widely attested in TB, words ending in the rhymes <-uik> and <-uin> are extremely rare.
The half-dozen or so Burmic cognates would lead us to postulate /*-ok/ and /*-oŋ/ at the time of the borrowing either from Southern to Northern Burmish or vice versa. This would confirm Benedict's (1972) and Matisoff's (2003) reconstructed PTB rhymes /*-uːk/ and /*-uːŋ/ respectively.
Tibetan and Loloish Data (and Chinese Transcriptions)
3.3.1. The Loloish and Tibetan data Bradley (1979: 177) proposes /*-o/ as reconstruction for the Proto Loloish cognates of the OB <-ui(w)>. The same reconstruction was also proposed by Burling (1967: 51-52) for Proto Burmic and Proto Lolo-Burmese. Thus, the Loloish languages tend to confirm that the digraph <ui> should transcribe the phoneme /-o/ in OB. The Table 8 Northern Burmish correspondences following examples (Table 10 ) illustrate the relevance of the reconstruction proposed by Bradley and Burling. 51 Burmese words ending with the rhyme <-ui> are mostly of TB origin. These words regularly correspond with the Literary Tibetan (LT) rhyme-u (e.g. LT ). Some words are also attested in Sinitic languages, such as 九 [kuwˀ] 'nine' in Middle Chinese (Pulleyblank 1991: 161) . 55 There might be a pair of correspondences with Burmese words ending in the rhyme <-uik -uin> in some Tibetan dialects: SB <tuik> [taɩʔ] 'to collide' might be related to the LT thug and rGyalrong Japhug [ʔatɯɣ] 'to meet' or SB <puik> [baɩʔ] 'belly' which may be related to rGyalrong Situ [təpok] . 56 However, <tuik> and <puik> are not attested in Loloish.
Lack and ambiguity of the Chinese transcriptions of OB sources
Chinese sources dealing with Burma also encourage us to postulate /-o/ or /-ow/ for the rhyme <-ui(w)> valid for Middle Burmese as the 譯史紀餘 Yìshı̌Jìyú or the 華夷譯語緬甸館譯語 Huáyí yìyŭ miaňdiàn guaň yìyŭ, both Sino-Burmese vocabularies taken as premier source by Yanson (1990) and Miller (1954) , date from the late seventeenth century. They do not teach us much about the pronunciation of the digraph <ui> in OB but rather in MB.
To my knowledge, Chinese sources contain no OB words with the rhyme <-uik> and only one transcription of a word with the rhyme <-uin>: Standard OB <tanluin> 'Mon'. This word, found in the 元史 Yuánshı̌annals of the Yuán Dynasty (1279- Jacques (p.c.) . 1368), is transcribed 登籠 Dēnglóng and was pronounced [təŋlúŋ] in Old Mandarin during the Yuán dynasty in the thirteenth century (Pulleyblank 1991: 198) . The word 得楞(子) Déléng(zı) '(son) of Taluing' is also attested in the same annals, as well as in the 南詔野史 Nánzhào Yěshı, which briefly recounts the intervention of the Nánzhào armies to help Pagán to drive back the Sri Lankan forces during the 1165 invasion. 57 It may have been pronounced as [těj lə´ŋ] during the Yuán dynasty though it is the Chinese transcription of a Mon rather than Burmese pronunciation.
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The Chinese sources, although of historical interest, provide us with little information about the pronunciation of the OB rhymes <-ui(w) -uik -uin>. The Chinese transcriptions of OB <tanluin> do not necessarily reflect OB pronunciation but rather an OM one. Though historically interesting, the Old Mandarin (Yuán) evidence is ambiguous.
The Old Burmese Low Sociolect
The method of reconstruction by comparison has enabled us to create a linguistic outline of the 'Old Burmese Low Sociolect' and situate it as a member of the Burmic family.
The Burmic, Loloish and Tibetan comparative data lead us to postulate /-o/ or /-ow/ as the phonetic content of the rhyme <-uiw> in OB. The remaining question is why the Burmese opted for the OM spelling <-uiw> which was used to transcribe the phoneme /ɯ -ʌ/ while OM provided the opportunity to transcribe this rhyme properly as will be discussed in Section 3.5.
Moreover, and this is of inordinately compelling interest, some hesitant pronunciations from stone engravers speaking the low sociolect, but whose work was to engrave the OB high sociolect, is indicative of some sociolectal confusions. It is deeply stirring that engravers, obscure Old Burmese craft workers, translated high sociolectal phonetics in their low sociolect; their low sociolectal murmur has simply come through the Ages to give the panchronician the key that is needed to differentiate both sociolects. As an illustration, let's consider the various epigraphic attestations 59 for 'banana' (Musa sapientum) in OB. Besides the diachronically 'normal' pre-Standard OB attestations <(hnāk) pyow> and <(hnā) pyow>, Standard OB attests an etymologically justified <hnȧk plyaw> and an etymologically aberrant <hnȧk plyuiw> with a rhyme <-uiw>. 60 The modern form is <hnȧk pyo:> [ʰŋɛʔ pjɔː]. This indicates that <-uiw> transcribed a phoneme that was closer to the Burmic back-rounded /-o/ than to the OM back unrounded /-ʌ -ɯ/ that the rhyme <-uiw> was supposed to transcribe. The Old Burmese engravers may probably 57 See Guillon (1999: 138) and Luce (1969: 120-125) . 58 Note that the (obsolete) Siamese form [tàʔ leːŋ] 'Mon', seems rather late and is obviously genuinely Burmese (<taluin:> [təlaɩn]). 59 Luce (nd.), ms. 6547, Box 7, Folder 44, Page 044. 60 Other attestations include (Luce 1981: 25) , pyow, plyiw, plyuiw, byāw.
have confused two sets of graphs which transcribed, in their presumably low OB sociolect, the phoneme /-o/ (or the diphthong /-ow/).
Stability of the Proto-Burmic Phoneme /*-o/
The stability of the phoneme /*-o/ from Proto Burmic to OB in the open syllable <-uiw> might be surprising. However, as I have demonstrated, there is no indication that the OB vowel system has ever known any back unrounded vowel /ʌ-ɯ/ which would be due to the evolution of the proto-phoneme /*-o/ reconstructed by Mann (1998) at the Proto Burmic stage, by Burling (1967) and Matisoff (1969) at the Proto Lolo-Burmese stage or by Bradley (1979) at the Proto Loloish stage. Comparative data lead us to reconstruct a single vowel /*-o/ which may have diphthongized at the Proto Burmic stage and remain unchanged in OB before monophthongizing into /-oː/ in the modern Southern Burmish dialects. The above reconstruction raises the question of why a digraph encoding the OM phoneme /ʌ-ɯ/ was borrowed to transcribe the Burmic phoneme /o/ while other OM graphic symbols also existed to transcribe the phoneme /o/. This is what will be demonstrated through the following sections.
The open syllable /-ow/
The OB scholars could have transcribed the Burmic rhyme /-ow/ using OM symbols that transcribed the same phoneme. Among the choices available, the Mon rhymes written <-or -ol -ow> (the semi-vowel /-w/, as we have seen, evolved from /-r -l/) could have been easily used to transcribe this OB rhyme. Table 11 shows some examples from Mon.
This implies that the evolution /-r -l/ to /-w/ had already taken place at the beginning of the twelfth century when the Burmese language borrowed the Mon alphasyllabary. This early evolution is confirmed by alternating rhymes <-uir -uil -uiw> which is rather common in the early OB attestations; it indicates that OM no longer distinguished the rhymes in /-r -l/ from the rhymes in semi-vowel /-w/ (from /-r-l/) as ' (DMI: 242) early as the early twelfth century. Nevertheless, the evolution of the rhymes /-or -ol/ to /-ow/ remains relatively complicated to date.
This clearly demonstrates that the Old Burmese purposely encoded the rhyme /-ow/ (the only possible form to be reconstructed in Old Burmese according to the diachronic internal and external laws) with the Old Mon graphic sequence <-uiw>, as they could have used the Old Mon graphic sequence <-ow>. This specific rhyme was systematically pronounced /-ɯw -ʌw/ in the High Old Burmese socioloect (whereas it was pronounced /-ow/ in the Low Sociolect) as a prestige marker.
Rhymes ending in velars: /-ok/ and /-oŋ/
In order to understand the lack of cognates for Burmese words with the rhymes <-uik> and <-uin> in other TB languages, we must first reconstruct the OB system of diphthongs in open syllables. The comparison with the various Northern Burmish languages allows us to reconstruct four diphthongs in open syllables for Burmese valid until the seventeenth century (see Table 12 ).
Given that the rhymes /-ok/ and /-oŋ/ were already transcribed by <-ok> and <-on> respectively, there was no need for the digraph <ui> to be combined with <-k> and <-ṅ> to transcribe the same rhymes. However, since <-uiw> was used to transcribe /-ow/ in open syllables, <uik> and <uiṅ> were occasionally pronounced as /-ok/ and /oŋ/ by analogy.
The External Factor: Prestige at a Socio-Cultural Micro-Level
The Epigraphic Data
I will consider the epigraphic data (including those evidencing the Pāli and OM loans into OB) as emblematic of the High Sociolect because they were precisely ordered by the political elite. Moreover, they remain an extremely interesting meeting point of an elite which ordered the steles with the craftsmen who engraved them; indeed, it is obvious that the one who engraved the stele and the one who ordered it or composed its content didn't belong to the same social status and, at least in the case of OB, spoke separate sociolects. The analysis of the OB epigraphic data opens a window into a fascinating world where a low sociolect leaves subtle traces in a high sociolect. 
Borrowing from Old Mon
In the borrowings from OM, the OB rhyme <-uiw> regularly corresponds to the OM rhymes <-uw -iw -īw -ew -uiw> encoding the phoneme /ʌ-ɯ/. Let's take as an example, among many others, the OM <tapiw> [təpʌw] 'a trumpet, animal horn fitted with reed and sounding note of fixed pitch' (Shorto 1971: 141) , which was borrowed in the Standard OB <tapuiw> (SB <thapui:/ taṁpui:> [təbóː]). It should be noticed that a large amount of words in rhymes <-uik> and <-uin> entered OB through OM. These rhymes regularly correspond to OM /-ʌk/ and /-ʌŋ/ respectively and do not require any particular development. However, this regular correspondence between OB <-ui> and OM <-u -i -ī -e -ui> /ʌ-ɯ/ (whether in open or closed rhymes) suffers from some irregularities of high interest in the topic at hand because it attests a pronunciation fluctuating between a Monized phonetics [ʌ-ɯ] and a Burmic phonetics [o] . Let's illustrate these irregular correspondences with some examples of telling loans.
4.1.1.1. Correspondence between OB <-ui> and OM <-u-> /-u-/. This correspondence is exemplified in the OM <kajnu, kajnu'> [kəɟnuʔ] 'the mesua' which was borrowed into the Standard OB <sanuiw, sanuw> (SB <sānui:> [θənóː]) (Shorto 1971: 28) . The interest of this example is that OB used the trigraph <-uiw> to transcribe the phoneme /-u/ from OM, which confirms the hypothesis that the trigraph <-uiw> was used to transcribe a Burmic back-rounded sound approaching /-o/. The trigraph <-uiw> is not attested in the Mon epigraphy for this word; the graph <-u> is the only vocalic attestation from OM to Modern Spoken Mon (SM) throughout. The OB <tuin> (SB <tuin> [taɩn]) 'city and its area of influence, kingdom, country, principality, province (modern: division)' confirms this correspondence; the attestations <ḍ ūn> and <ḍ un> [ɗuŋ] in OM and MM show that the rhyme <-uin> in OB transcribed a rounded sound such as /-oŋ/ and not an unrounded one as /-ʌŋ/ because of the OB very choice of the rhyme <(t)ui(n)> to transcribe the OM back-rounded vowel [(ɗ)u(ŋ)].
4.1.1.2. Correspondence between OB <-uiw> and SM <-au> [-aŏ] . The example of the standard OB <'ut kā phuiw> (SB <phui> [pʰòː]) 'a fireplace' is of interest. According to U Hla Pe (1967: 85) , it would be a loan from Mon <phau> [pʰaŏ] . However, the Mon <phau> is not attested in the epigraphy (Bauer, p.c.) and it is difficult to say which language borrowed from the other. . Whether a loan into OB from Mon or Thai (or a borrowing into Nyah Kur from Siamese), the Mon or Thai rhyme transcribed in the OB <phuiw> must have been read as a diphthong tending toward a back-rounded /-ow/ which I postulate for the OB <-uiw>. 4.1.1.3. Correspondence between OB <-uik> and OM <-ac/-ec> /-ɔc/. The example of OM <dirlac/dirlec> [dərlɔc] which was borrowed into the OB <tuluik> 'hall, antechamber' illustrates the last correspondence. This correspondence shows that the OB rhyme <-uik> was used to transcribe the OM rhyme <-ac/-ec> /-ɔc/, which allows us to postulate the phonetic content /-ok/ at the OB stage.
The analysis of the borrowings from OM displays some clues that the digraph <-ui-> was used to transcribe (1) back-rounded vowels or back-rounding diphthongs /u ɔ aŏ aw/ whose phonetics approximated the Burmic /-o/ back-rounded vocalic feature, and (2) a back unrounded vowel /-ʌ-/ whose phonetics was strictly Old Mon. Therefore, it would seem that the Burmese craft workers somehow got in a right muddle when they engraved the steles and hesitated between their Burmic low sociolectal pronunciation, and a Monized high sociolectal one, which was the pronunciation of those who ordered the epigraphs. 62 These OB occurrences are a loan from Sanskrit kārttika '12th month, October, November' through an OM dialect in Pagán displaying an archaism peculiar to the Mon dialect of Lamphūn, namely the metathesis of -r-in a medial position: kār-became kra-through metathesis. It is therefore about an epigraph written by a Mon craft worker speaking a dialect which preserved an archaism featuring an OM dialect. Sanskrit kārttika is also attested in OM <kārtik> [kərtʌk] 'name of the eighth lunar month' and a metathetic form <gratuik> [gətʌk] is attested in MM in an inscription found in Thailand and dated 1504 (so three centuries after the metathetic Burmese attestation) (Table 13 ).
4.1.2.2. Treatment of the Sanskrit-Pāli rhymes in -iC(a). Then, let's have a look at the treatment of a Sanskrit-Pāli rhyme in -iC(a) (-i + consonant + thematic vowel that fell during the loan). The correspondence between the Sanskrit vowel i of kārtt-i-ka and the rhyme <-ui-k> in the OB attestation <kratuik> is revealing. This points to the fact that the Sanskrit word would have been borrowed in OB through OM, for the latter interpreted the Sanskrit rhyme -ik(a) with one of the OM phonemes corresponding to this rhyme <-ik> /-ʌk/. During the orthographic stabilization in Mon, the rhyme /-ʌk/ initially transcribed in <-ik> (OM <kārtik>) was re-written <-uik> (MM <grat-uik>) due to the influence of Burmese. This is therefore the Mon influence which accounts for some Burmese words encoding the Sanskrit-Pāli rhyme -iCa in <-uik>. See another example in Table 14 .
Importantly, as Bradley (p.c.) rightly points out, the Burmese borrowings from Sanskrit-Pāli and Mon words in rhymes <-uik -uin> should be considered separately from the words rhyming in <-uiw> in the particular case of the learned readings. Conversely, the rhymes <-uiw -uik -uin> should be considered intertwined when used or read in their vernacular context. The twofold treatment observed in the borrowings from Mon is also true for the direct loans from Sanskrit-Pāli into OB. It is remarkable that the dual use of the digraph <ui> to transcribe both Sanskrit-Pāli vocalic nucleus [-u-] or [-ʌ-] is only observed in Sanskrit-Pāli terms attested only in OB and not in OM and are therefore not likely to be a borrowing from Sanskrit-Pāli through OM.
The OB words in rhyme <-ui-+ consonant> of Sanskrit-Pāli origin regularly transcribe the Sanskrit-Pāli rhyme -aC(a) (= [-ʌ] + consonant + the thematic vowel [-ʌ] regularly falling in vernacular use). For example, the OB <yamuik> is a loan from Pāli yamaka-[jʌmʌkʌ] 'double, the sixth book of Abhidhammapiṭ aka'; the Burmese rhyme in <yam-uik> adequately transcribed the Pāli rhyme yam-ak(a). In some OB utterances, 63 however, the digraph <-ui-> turns out to transcribe the Pāli phoneme /u/ as in OM <saṁmruiw, samaruiw> borrowed from Pāli samaru(hati-) 'to ascend'; or OB <samuit> from Pāli samutti-'delimitation of a boundary', where OB <-ui-> (Bauer, p.c.) .
transcribes the Pāli vowel [u] . The same remark also applies to the borrowing from Pāli kattū(rika-) 'musk' transcribed in <katteiw, kattuiw> in OB. It seems therefore obvious that OB used the digraph <-ui-> to transcribe a vocalic nucleus [-ʌ-] , in a Mon learned reading, and a vowel [-u-] , whose back-rounded feature indicates a vernacular Burmic reading bordering the [-o-] phonetics. The above-mentioned examples clearly point to a fluctuating pronunciation between a learned 'Monized' or 'Monizing' phonetics [ʌ] and a native vernacular Burmic phonetics [o] . These observations support, I believe, my sociolectal approach on the encoding of these rhymes.
The Shan Evidence
The Shan data are of captivating interest in the issue I am dealing with. The Shans had access to a Burmese prototype of writing system through the circulation of Buddhist texts read by Burmese whose pronunciation of the rhyme <ui> sociolectally fluctuated as largely explained above. There are, indeed, linguistic and cultural evidence of intimate relationships between the Shans and the Burmese. This will be examined in the last part of this paper.
The Shan writing systems
An ancient form of Burmese writing was adopted into Shan, a Thai language, in Upper Burma around the fifteenth-sixteenth centuries. 64 This first adaptation of a Burmese writing into Shan produced a prototype of the Shan writing system, from which the Northwest Thai scripts were derived. The Burmese alphasyllabary was adapted to the Shan languages without creating new symbols, leading to a glaring inadequacy of this script. The languages to which this Burmese writing prototype was adapted had already undergone the devoicing of the initial voiced plosives and the revoicing of the voiceless sonorants, which led to a grapheme-phoneme mismatch. The TAI AHŌM script, supposedly the oldest and the most archaic Shan alphasyllabary, is derived from the prototype Shan script and is indicative of these encoding deficiencies.
Burmese origin of the Tai Ahōm alphasyllabary
As Ferlus (1988a) <b . a> and <ḍ a> respectively and was the first graphic innovation to transcribe an autochthonous phoneme in a Southeast Asian language. However, to transcribe these preglottalized plosives, Tai Ahōm did not make use of these symbols which had been available for a long time in the Mon alphasyllabary but rather borrowed graphic symbols which graphically resembled the Burmese <ba> and <da>. 
Comparative data
The Shan languages (Tai Ahōm, Tai Phakè, Tai Āiton, Tai Yaï, Tai Khamtī, Tai Maw, Tai Tehong) transcribe the phoneme /ɯ/ using the digraph <ui>. In some utterances, however, this phoneme is transcribed using the symbol <u>. The Shan vowel system is sketched in Table 15 .
The Proto-Tai (PT) vowels underwent some changes in Shan. The Shan data offer us a captivating and stimulating trail to explore; it parallels the sociolectal situation of Old Burmese. Tai Ahōm, which allegedly used the most archaic Shan writing, attests a hybrid encoding of the vowel /ɯ/, on the one hand transcribed using the digraph <ui> (Table 16) , and on the second hand transcribed by the graphic symbol <u> (Table 17) . Conversely, there are some, albeit rare, attestations where the phonemes /u o/ are transcribed in the symbols <u> or <ui> (Table 18) .
Similarly to the Burmese borrowings from Mon and Pāli, these various graphic encodings of the Tai Ahōm phonemes /ɯ/ and /u o/ are indicative of a sociolectal dual treatment. The first one attests a Mon type of encoding of the phoneme /ɯ/ through the digraph <ui>, whereas the other one attests a low sociolectal Burmese type of phonetic encoding, as the confusion of the graphic symbols <u> and <ui> to transcribe the phoneme /o/ in Tai Ahōm clearly suggests. The Shan data therefore confirm this hybrid treatment, a Mon learned or high sociolectal /ʌ-ɯ/ on the one hand and a Burmic vernacular low sociolectal /o/ on the other. As a corollary, one can assume with some confidence that the writing system was borrowed by the Shans through the circulation of Buddhist texts which were read by Burmese whose pronunciation of the written rhyme <ui> fluctuated according to sociolectal readings. 71 As a reviewer noted, it might seem weird that there still was a Mon influence round the fifteenth century when the Tai Ahom borrowed their writing system from Burmese. However, the Burmese writing was borrowed in Tai Ahom through the circulation of Buddhist texts; indeed, the Mon remained influential throughout Southeast Asia in the transmission of Theravada Buddhism; for example, a linguistic analysis of the Tham Lanna writing, especially the reading of the cacuminales, clearly shows that the Mon were still influential in the transmission of the Buddhist dogma in the fourteenth century in Northern Thailand (Ferlus 1988b) .
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Conclusion. Towards a Panchronic Perspective on Burmese Diachrony
Panchronic Linguistics belongs to the stream of the transdisciplinary studies whose axiom is based on the assertion that any linguistic utterance (whether synchronic or diachronic) and its socio-cultural context of occurrence are intimately intertwined. Language is a social reality, and any social (synchronic or diachronic) utterance will de facto be mirrored in the language; the awareness of it is so profoundly rooted in the 'reptilian brain' of any panchronician that it has become an unconscious automatism for any linguistic enquiry. To highlight the importance of a study combining internal (systemic) and external (socio-cultural) diachronic factors, I have opted for a particular problem which has been long intriguing Tibeto-Burmanists: which OB phoneme did the written rhyme <-uiw> (consequently <-uik -uin>) transcribe? The internal linguistic utterances and their socio-cultural home base were connected and the following lines are where the panchronic voyage has landed me. The comparative analysis of the Southern and Northern Burmish data leads us to reconstruct <-uiw> as /-oː/ in open syllables. The rhymes <-uik> and <-uin>, whether they belong to a common TB lexical stock or not, can be reconstructed (in a vernacular reading) as the OB rhymes /-ok/ and /-oŋ/ respectively, though they mainly indicate a loan from Pāli, Mon or Shan. While the OB scholars could have used some Mon symbols to transcribe the rhyme /-o/ accurately, they opted for <-uiw> which transcribed the Mon vowel /ʌ-ɯ/. Based on Burmic comparative data, this choice in grapheme cannot be justified. The loans from OM and Pāli, which are marks of nobility and the upper classes of the Burmese medieval society, provide us with a key to this dilemma. We can observe that the digraph <-ui-> alternately transcribed the back-rounded vowels or back-rounding diphthongs /u ɔ aŏ aw/ whose phonetics approximated the Burmic /-o/ back-rounded vocalic feature on the one hand, and the back unrounded nucleus [-ʌ-] on the other hand. I believe that this fluctuation is representative of two sociolects: the Old Burmese vernacular low sociolect, and the learned Monized (or Monizing) pronunciation typical of the high sociolect. If we introduce into the equation the prestige held by the Mons at the Court of Pagán, this hybrid reading can be explained by a sociolectal differentiation between (1) the OB spoken at Court amongst the highest sphere of the Saṃ gha who regarded the OM phoneme as a mark of prestige, and (2) the OB spoken by the rest of the medieval Burmese society (see Table 19 ). 
